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The anisotropy of frequency-dependent backscatter coefficient, attenuation, and speed of sound is
assessed in fresh rat skeletal muscle within 5 hpost-mortem. Excised rat semimembranosus and
soleus muscles are measured in 37 °C Tyrode solution, with the muscle fibers at 90° and 45°
orientations to the incident sound beam. Reflected and through transmission signals from either a
6- or 10-MHz focused transducer give frequency dependent information in the 4–14 MHz range.
The attenuation coefficient in each muscle is consistently a factor of 2.060.4 lower for propagation
perpendicular to the fibers than at 45°, whereas speed of sound shows a much milder anisotropy, and
is slightly faster for the 90° orientation. The largest anisotropy is seen in the backscatter coefficient,
most notably in the semimembranosus where the magnitude at 90° is over an order of magnitude
greater than at 45°, with the frequency dependence in both cases giving a power law between 1.5
and 2.0. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!05401-1#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Cs, 43.80.Ev@FD#
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INTRODUCTION

The variation of acoustic properties with direction of t
incident sound field relative to the orientation of the mediu
being studied is known as acousticanisotropy. Anisotropy in
ultrasonic parameters characterizing biological tissue
been reported for a number of tissues with oriented str
tures, primarily myocardium,1–8 in which Miller et al. have
shown that attenuation is over a factor of 2 greater along
muscle fibers than perpendicular to them,3 that speed of
sound also has a maximum along the muscle fibers,4 and that
backscatter exhibits a maximum for incident sound perp
dicular to the fibers and a minimum for for parall
incidence.1,8 Tendon5–7,9and kidney10 have also been studie
for their anisotropic properties. The use of skeletal muscle
investigate ultrasound parameter anisotropy has prima
looked at bovine muscle; mostly attenuation9,11–13 with an
additional study each of speed9 and integrated backscatte
coefficient.11 Investigations using dog,14 rabbit,14,15 and
frog15 muscles have measured speed of sound alone.

The great majority of the work cited above has be
performed on samples which were fixed, frozen, orpost-
rigor, and the few studies using fresh tissue have meas
only a single parameter at a time.2,13,15The aim of this study
is to characterize the anisotropy of the frequency-depen
backscatter coefficientsb( f ), attenuationa( f ), and speed
of sound c, all measured at effectively the same time,
freshly excised rat skeletal muscle. Samples are measur
37 °C Tyrode solution16 to prolong the viability of the tissue
and to create conditions as similar as possible toin vivo,
which should be more clinically relevant than previous no
fresh anisotropy studies. Results are presented for ten
soleus muscles, and ten rat semimembranosus muscles,
muscle types characterized by having straight and par
muscle fibers.
1027 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 107 (2), February 2000 0001-4966/2000/1
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I. METHODS

A. Muscle specimen preparation

The two muscle types studied here are both parallel-fi
skeletal muscles found in the leg of the rat; the soleus in
lower leg ~the calf! and the semimembranosus in the upp
lateral thigh. Adult rats~Sprague Dawley, Harlan, Indianapo
lis! were used for this study on fresh muscle, rather th
using larger animals, since surplus rats from other invest
tions were readily available. Each muscle was excised fr
the rat within 15 min of when it was euthanized by CO2. The
experimental protocol was approved by the campus’ Labo
tory Animal Care Advisory Committee and satisfied all ca
pus and NIH rules for the humane use of laboratory anim

The excised semi-membranosus muscles were rou
rectangular in shape with typical relaxed dimensions of 2
2.5 cm long, 1.2–1.5 cm wide, and 0.5–0.7 cm thick; t
sample is interrogated through its ‘‘thickness’’ which is r
markably flat and parallel over the region investigated,
determined from the acoustically detected front and b
surfaces~see below!. The soleus muscle samples were typ
cally 2.060.4 cm long between the tendons at each end.
fibers run neatly between tendons, lying straight and ne
parallel as the muscle is slightly thicker in the middle a
tapers gradually to the ends. The muscle is interroga
through the thickest section, typically 0.3–0.4 cm thick~and
0.4–0.6 cm wide!.

The microstructure of the two muscle types is shown
the stained microscope images of Fig. 1, in which the mus
fibers are seen in cross-section. The predominant featur
both images is the closely packed arrangement of mu
fibers, each surrounded by its sheath of connective tissu

Within 5 min of excision, the muscles were fastened t
measurement holder such that the fibers were at a;10%–
20% stretch from relaxation. Soleus muscles were tied w
suture through the tendons at each end, and the larger s
102707(2)/1027/7/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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membranosus samples were held in place by a small stain
steel clip at each end. The sample was immediately
mersed in a 37 °C Tyrode solution16 ~which was prepared
with distilled degased water to limit gas formation! where it
remained for all measurements. Tyrode solution is a nutri
medium containing the salts and glucose necessary to
serve cellular function in the tissue and thus maintain
viability of the sample for several hours. By removing
second~soleus! muscle from an animal, and holding it i
similar conditions during the course of the experiment,
ascertained that the measured sample does not go into
for at least 4–5 h after death, by which time the acous
measurements are completed.

B. Acquisition of data

The muscle sample, transducer, and needle hydroph
were all immersed in a temperature controlled (3760.5 °C)
Tyrode bath in an arrangement that allowed both transm
sion through, and reflection from, the same spatial locati
in the muscle~see Fig. 2!. The sample was held at the focu
of either a 6-MHz or 10-MHz~Panametrics V309, V311!
spherically focused transducer~both 1.27 cm diameter, 5 cm
radius of curvature! which was excited by a Panametric
5900 pulser/receiver. The reflected signal, and the thro
transmission signal from the 0.6-mm diameter needle hyd
phone~Medicoteknisk Institut 1094! just behind the sample
were both received and amplified by the pulser/receiver
displayed on a LeCroy 9354 TM digitizing oscilloscope, s
at 250 Ms/s. A dedicated PC recorded and stored the
signals from the oscilloscope for processing off-line.

FIG. 1. Photomicrographs of the two rat muscle types, with the se
membranosus in the top panel~a! and the soleus below~b!. The length scale
in each image is determined by the bar which represents 50mm. Muscle
specimens were fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin, sectioned per
dicular to the fiber direction to 3mm, and stained with hematoxylin an
eosin for evaluation.
1028 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000 K. A. Topp
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The muscle holder is moved within the sound field by
micropositioning system, which allows translational and
tational movement with a positional accuracy of 2mm and
0.02 degrees, respectively. Two orientations with respec
the muscle fibers were measured: 90°~perpendicular! and
45°. ~The effect of oblique incidence of the sound beam
the muscle surface in Tyrode was calculated for the 45° c
to give a pressure transmission coefficient of greater t
0.998, in comparison to the normal incidence value
0.999.! At each orientation, a 535 grid of spatial samples
each separated by 700mm ~greater than both transducer
26-dB spot size! was measured, with the muscle moved a
ally as necessary to ensure that the focal point of the tra
ducer was at its center. Two rf-waveforms were captured
each spatial point:~a! a backscattered temporally averag
waveform ~of 500 echoes! encompassing the entire musc
depth and both surfaces~to be gated off-line!, which is used
to find sb( f ) as well as the thickness of the sample at th
spot; and~b! a transmission signal through the muscle. B
tween each spatial point measurement, the muscle is p
tioned out of the beam path to record~c! a reference trans
mission signal through the Tyrode solution alone. The t
transmission rf-signals,~b! and~c!, each averaged 100 time
are used to finda( f ) andc. At the end of the experiment,
reference reflection signal for thesb measurement is col
lected from a flat Plexiglas plate positioned where the ax

i-

n-

FIG. 2. Photograph showing the experimental apparatus. To determin
scale, note the semimembranosus muscle shown here is fastened in a
whose black top bar measures 11 cm long. The needle hydrophone
rectly behind the muscle, and the transducer is in the foreground. A hea
coil and mechanical stirrer are seen below the transducer, and the he
thermostat and a thermometer are seen to the left of the sample. All c
ponents are immersed in 37 °C Tyrode solution.
1028and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Anisotropy of bioultrasonic properties
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center of the muscle had been. Figure 3 shows the wa
forms and corresponding spectra of the echo of each of
transducers from the Plexiglas plane reflector.

The freshness of the muscle samples was fundament
the protocol of this study. Since the acquisition of data
each muscle took approximately 3 h~due to the spatial sam
pling and extensive signal averaging after nearly 1 h of po-
sitioning and setup time!, each muscle was interrogated wi
only one of the two transducers to ensure that all meas
ments were completed within 4–5 h before the onset of rig

To ensure that the differences we may see at the
orientations were not a function of the aging of the musc
six of the ten rat muscles of each type were measured at
orientation first before being turned to 45°, and four in
verse order. No difference was seen between these two p
lations in any of the measured acoustic parameters.

The effect of refraction of the sound beam through
muscle samples held at 45° has been carefully considere
calculation of the beam through the thickest specimens
mm ~and most samples were thinner!, using speeds of soun
1590 m/s and 1537 m/s for the muscle and Tyrode solut
respectively, gives a 0.36-mm lateral shift of the beam re
tive to the incident beam axis. This is about half the size
the hydrophone diameter, and about one-quarter of
23-dB transducer beamwidth at the hydrophone. Since
hydrophone is mounted on micrometer positioners, a ‘‘re
timization’’ of its position was attempted after turning th
sample from 90° to 45°, but no increase in the through tra
mission signal magnitude was seen, and it was decided
less error was introduced into the measurement by sim
leaving the relative positions of the transducer and hyd
phone fixed. To check the refraction effect on a known i

FIG. 3. Waveforms and power spectra of the two transducers used in
study;~a! and~b! from the 6-MHz transducer;~c! and~d! from the 10-MHz
transducer. The waveforms are temporal averages of 100 echoes and
sampled at 250 MS/s.
1029 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000 K. A. Topp
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tropic, homogeneous substance, the attenuation at 45°
90° through a 0.5-cm wide disk of Dow Corning silicon
fluid ~with Reynolds plastic wrap windows! was measured in
water with the same equipment and without repositioning
hydrophone. The larger discrepancy in speeds of sound
tween water and silicone fluid~1486 m/s and 1390 m/s, re
spectively, at room temperature! made the calculated latera
beam shift 0.43 mm when the 0.5-cm disk was held at 45
the incident beam axis. The measured attenuation of the
cone oil for the two orientations was less than 5% differe
over the whole frequency range of the 5-MHz transduc
thus we concluded that for the muscle samples, with m
similar speeds of sound to the surrounding fluid bath,
refraction effect would cause only a few percent decreas
most in the received signal power at 45°, and could be
nored.

C. Analysis of data

Attenuation measurements require knowledge of
sample thickness, but since it is difficult to physically me
sure fresh tissue thickness, we use a technique employing
pulse times-of-flight~TOF! to the hydrophone with and with
out the specimen in the beam path~Tm and Tw , respec-
tively!, and the TOF back to the transducer from both mus
surfaces~t1 front, t2 back!. See Fig. 4 for an example of th
backscattered signal with thet1,2 surfaces determined by a
algorithm which looks for the first and last points which a
greater than three times the baseline amplitude.~This base-
line is defined as the average of the absolute value of the
100 points—0.4ms—of the captured waveform, which ar
arranged to be before the front surface of the sample.! Note
the time difference between front and back surfaces is c
rected in the analysis for the transmitted pulse durationD
~0.42 ms and 0.23ms for the 6- and 10-MHz transducer
respectively!. We calculate the speed of sound in the musc
cm , by:17

cm5cwF11
2~Tw2Tm!

t22t12D G , ~1!

is

ere

FIG. 4. The backscattered signal from a rat semi-membranosus musc
90° orientation to the sound beam. Dashed vertical lines are determ
from an algorithm to find muscle surfacest1,2.
1029and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Anisotropy of bioultrasonic properties
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wherecw is the measured speed of sound in the Tyrode
lution ~1538 m/s at 37 °C!. Then cm(t22t12D)/2 is the
thickness of the muscle at that point. With thickness
known, attenuation is then calculated by the insertion l
technique, in which the power spectrum of the signal tra
mitted through the sample is simply compared to the po
spectrum received without the sample in the sound path

Absolute backscatter coefficient is determined accord
to the method of Insana and Hall18,19

sb~ f !5
0.36R1

2g2

A0Dz
e14~am2a0!~Rs1Dz/2!

^uS~ f !u2&
uR~ f !u2 , ~2!

whereR1 is the average distance between the transducer
the near surface of the sampled volume,A0 is the area of the
transducer aperture,Dz is the axial length of the sample
volume,Rs is the distance from the muscle front face to t
near surface of the sampled volume,am and a0 are the
frequency-dependent attenuation coefficients of the sam
~measured for each case! and Tyrode solution~assumed simi-
lar to water!, respectively, and̂uS( f )u2& is the spatially av-
eraged power spectral estimate from the laterally samp
diffraction corrected, Hanning gated20 backscattered wave
forms. @See Fig. 5 for an example of^uS( f )u2& from a semi-
membranosus muscle.# uR( f )u2 is the reference power spec
tral estimate obtained from the reflection against
Plexiglas plane reflector—with amplitude reflection coe
cient g50.35—evaluated at axial distanceR11Dz/2. Note
that a factor of 4 error in our previous backscatter analys21

has been found and corrected.
The gated window depth for backscatter analysis of

semimembranosus muscles was 5ms ~4 mm!, starting 1ms
below the front surface~to avoid surface reflections!, and for
the thinner soleus muscles was necessarily smaller, 3ms ~2.4
mm! at 0.5ms below the front surface, to ensure the sa
sampling volume on all samples of the same muscle type
check the effect of window gate length, the sem
membranosus data were also analyzed with a 3-ms window,
starting also at 1ms below the front surface. This analys
showed no significant difference to that with the 5-ms gate,

FIG. 5. Example of the echo spectrum from a semimembranosus mu
sample, measured with the 10-MHz transducer.
1030 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000 K. A. Topp
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as determined by the best fits to both analyses of the s
data having the same amplitude and power law expon
within a few percent.

II. RESULTS

The attenuation coefficient in each muscle shows a
tinct difference between measurement with the muscle fib
at 90° and 45° to the incident sound beam. An example
a( f ) for a single muscle~semimembranosus #1! is shown in
Fig. 6 where the lines are the spatial averages over a g
muscle orientation and the error bars the standard devia
of the 25 spatial samples. In 17 of the 20 muscle samp
measured, the error bars of the two orientations were w
separated like this; in the other three, there was some o

FIG. 7. Attenuation coefficient at 45° and 90° for the ten rat sem
membranosus and ten rat soleus muscles. Different symbols represent
vidual muscles, where the higher valued data of each pair are the 45°
entation. For ease of distinction, the 90° orientation data have b
connected with lines.

cleFIG. 6. Example of attenuation coefficient in a single muscle~semi-
membranosus #1! at 45° and 90°. Data are shown over the25-dB band-
width of the received hydrophone signal for the 10-MHz transducer,
though the fit~not shown! is performed over23 dB. Expressions for the
best fit to each orientation are given in the figure, wheref is in MHz. Error
bars are the standard deviation of the 25 spatial samples in each case
1030and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Anisotropy of bioultrasonic properties
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lap. The averagea( f ) values for all 20 samples are show
in Fig. 7, where different symbols in each graph repres
individual animals. Again, due to the time sensitivity of o
measurements, a single muscle could not be measured
sufficient thoroughness at both orientations by both transd
ers, and so measurements on each sample are limited t
useful bandwidth of one transducer. For the purpose of
tinction, the 90° orientation data are represented with b
symbols and solid lines. The 45° data are always higher t
90°. Although the two orientations among all samples are
entirely separate, the ratio within each muscle stays fa
consistent~see Fig. 8!. For both muscle types, the value
a( f )45° /a( f )90° is very near to 2~60.4! over the measured
frequency range.

The averaged speed of sound values are given in Ta
and plotted in Fig. 9. The difference between the two ori
tations in fresh muscle is only on the order of 0.5%, and
error bars here, due to the method of measuring thicknes
each sampled location, have values close to the differe
between orientations. Paired t-test analysis of the two or
tations for each muscle type give probabilities of 0.006 a
0.0008 for the semimembranosus and soleus, respecti
that the speeds of sound for each orientation are from
same population. The observation thatc at 90° is larger than
at 45° contrasts with previous work9,14,15 showing faster
propagation parallel to muscle fibers. We note here that n
of the previous work has been performed on rat muscle,

FIG. 8. Ratio ofa( f ) at 45° vs 90° for all 20 muscle samples. Solid lin
represent the frequency-independent average of thea( f )45° /a( f )90° ratio
over the measured frequency range, and the error bars the standard
tion, for each muscle type (N510).

TABLE I. Average speeds of sound6standard deviation~m/s! in freshly
excised rat semimembranosus and soleus muscles at 37 °C as a funct
muscle fiber orientation to the sound field.N510 for each muscle type
Measurements were taken with either a 6- or 10-MHz center freque
transducer. Standard deviation of the spatially averaged speed within
muscle is typically;4 m/s, but can be up to;7 m/s.

Semimembranosus Soleus
speed~m/s! speed~m/s!

90° 158965 90° 158263
45° 158165 45° 157664
1031 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000 K. A. Topp
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apparently on samples that are measured this soonpost-
mortem. For a comparison between our fresh muscle m
surements andpost-rigor rat muscle, two of the same musc
samples for each type were measured one day later~post-
rigor! after overnight storage in saline in the refrigerato
The speed of sound in each case decreased by close to
indicating some softening, but the propagation speed for
four samples remained faster for the 90° orientation~but the
difference was less: 0.2%–0.3% for thepost-rigor samples!.

The backscatter coefficient as a function of frequency
plotted in Fig. 10 for the ten semimembranosus muscles,
in Fig. 11 for the ten soleus. The symbols in each gra
represent a different animal, and again the 90° orienta
data are joined with solid lines to distinguish them from t
values at 45°. In the semimembranosus, the power-law
~straight line! to the 90° population is clearly a factor of;30
or more higher than the fit to all the 45° backscatter data,
within each animal, the difference in orientations is at le
an order of magnitude. The soleus backscatter data sho
similar degree of anisotropy, with fits to the ensemble at e

via-

n of

y
ne

FIG. 9. Speeds of sound averages for the ten semimembranosus an
soleus muscles measured at 45° and 90°.

FIG. 10. Backscatter coefficient at 45° and 90° for the ten se
membranosus muscles. Symbols represent individual muscles, and th
data have been connected with solid lines to distinguish them from th
measured at 45°. Straight lines are power-law fits to all samples at the g
orientation. Expressions for each fit are given in the figure~in units of
cm21 Str21, with f in MHz!.
1031and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Anisotropy of bioultrasonic properties
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orientation a factor 10 apart. Note thatsb( f ) values taken by
the same method on a homogeneous, isotropic tissue p
tom show no difference at all in magnitude or frequen
dependence, within experimental uncertainty. The freque
dependence for both muscles and both orientations ra
betweenf 1.5 and f 2, with the 90° orientation typically having
a slightly higher frequency dependence. A regression an
sis of the log–log fits to each muscle and orientation gi
r 2'0.8 in each of the four cases (N510).

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Distinct differences are observed in the ultrasonic
rameters of rat skeletal muscle held with muscle fibers at
and 45° to the sound beam. Attenuation values within e
muscle show a distinctive increase as the muscle fibers
turned from 90° to 45°, and the ratio ofa45° /a90° is consis-
tent at;2 across the frequency range measured here.
amount of anisotropy is in good agreement with earlier m
surements on frozen andpost-rigor bovine skeletal
muscle9,11–13 and fresh canine myocardium3 which showed
ratios of 1.9 to 3.4 for attenuation parallel versus perpend
lar to the muscle fibers (a0° /a90°); if one assumes a roughl
sinusoidal variation of attenuation with angle of insonific
tion ~as seen in the oriented-fiber tissue phantom and ca
myocardium samples of Milleret al.3!, this would corre-
spond toa45° /a90° ratios of 1.5 to 2.2.

Speeds of sound in both muscles are seen here t
slightly faster for the 90° orientation, contrary to previo
work on fixed and frozen muscle samples,4,9 and fresh dog,14

rabbit,14,15 and frog15 skeletal muscle. In all cases the diffe
ence between speeds measured parallel and perpendicu
the sound beam is on the order of 1% or less, and thus
accuracy of the method for determining sample thickn
~which is easier for frozen and fixed tissue! becomes crucial.
Although the possibility of systematic error in our determ
nations of fresh sample thickness exists, a statistical ana
of our propagation speeds at 45° and 90° orientations i
cates that our means are distinct.@Note also, an indication o

FIG. 11. Backscatter coefficient at 45° and 90° for the ten soleus mus
Symbols represent individual muscles, and the 90° data have been conn
with solid lines to distinguish them from those measured at 45°. Stra
lines are power-law fits to all samples at the given orientation. Express
for each fit are given in the figure~in units of cm21 Str21, with f in MHz!.
1032 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000 K. A. Topp
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our similar ability to measure speed at both orientations
given by the standard deviation~s.d.! values for the 25 spa
tial samples of a given muscle and orientation. In compar
s.d.s between orientation groups, the average s.d.s were
m/s and 4.5 m/s for the 90° and 45° measurements, res
tively, with the range in both cases 2–7 m/s.# As a check of
our speed of sound technique, a sample of bovine se
tendinosis~beef eye of round, grocer preparation! was cut,
with sides parallel to muscle fibers, to the approximate s
of a rat semimembranosus~0.5 cm thick!. Using the same
equipment and analysis techniques, including the thresh
detection of front and back surfaces to determine sam
thickness, the speed of sound was measured with the mu
fibers at 45° and 90° orientations. For this bovine muscle,
speed of sound was measured to be larger at 45°~1553.4
63.5 m/s at 21 °C! than at 90°~154763.5 m/s at 21 °C! in
agreement with earlier studies on speed of sound
muscle.4,9,14,15

The 0.4%–0.5% greater speed in the 90° measurem
of rat skeletal muscle seen here may be particular to the
in which speed of sound measurements have not previo
been measured. The role of freshness was checked with
four post-rigor muscle samples, measured in the same m
ner; although the speeds of sound decreased for the day
muscles by;1%, the propagation perpendicular to th
muscle fibers remained faster than that at 45°.~The anisot-
ropy did appear to decrease somewhat from;0.5% to
;0.2% but since only 4 samples were measured compare
the 20 fresh, a quantitative comparison is not valid.! It was
not the purpose of this work to examine thepost-mortem
time dependent effects on sound speed, and more mea
ments will be required to determine under which conditio
mammalian skeletal muscle may have faster or slower pro
gation speeds at a given orientation; but in any case,
anisotropy of speed of sound in fresh tissue is not large.

Backscatter coefficient is the most anisotropic of t
measured ultrasound parameters. The averagesb( f ) values
of the two measured orientations are separated by ove
order of magnitude for both the semimembranosus and
leus muscles. The frequency dependence of the backsc
averaging betweenf 1.5 and f 2, is not significantly different
between muscles, and although the 90° orientation typic
has a slightly higher frequency dependence in a giv
muscle, the ensemble average for the soleus muscle sm
out this difference.~Note that although there is significan
variability of the backscatter coefficient values from sam
to sample, and the fact that each sample was not meas
over the entire frequency range does compromise the
quency dependence, we believe the ensemble of ten sam
of each muscle type represents a reasonable statistical sa
for showing the magnitude differences and rough freque
dependence of each orientation.!

The frequency dependence of scattering can provide
formation as to the size of scatterer; Lizziet al.22 have found
a relationship between the frequency dependence of
backscatter~expressed in dB/MHz! and the effective diam-
eter of the scatterers in ocular tissue. Although they assu
approximately spherical scatterers, we find it interesting
consider their model in examining our muscle samples
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presumably elongated scatterers. In using their spectral s
relationship, we find from our data an ‘‘effective scatter
diameter’’ of approximately 60mm. Interestingly, a morpho
metric study of soleus muscle fiber in male and female ra23

determined a 63–64mm diameter of the predominantl
~90%! type I ~slow-twitch! muscle fibers. Our microscop
images of both the soleus and semimembranosus mu
~Fig. 1! also indicate muscle fiber diameters on the order
60 mm. This suggests that the effective scatterers in rat s
etal muscle might be the myofibers, instead of the sma
sarcomeres or myofibrils, or the larger myofiber bundles

In summary, anisotropy in rat skeletal muscle has b
quantified here by characterizing attenuation, speed of so
and backscatter coefficient as a function of the muscle fi
orientation to the sound field. The anisotropy of speed is s
to be quite small, but attenuation differs by a factor of 2 w
90° and 45° orientation, and backscatter by over an orde
magnitude. The mechanisms which produce the anisotr
in these parameters must be related to orientation of the e
tic tissue structure, and it seems likely that scatterers of
size of the muscle fibers are involved. More work must
done, however, to uncover the physical causes of the
served ultrasound interaction with biological tissue.
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